
Hello and welcome to our online course “Managing digital research data - Basics, tips & tricks”!



We are Anna Renziehausen from the TIB Publishing Services and Yvana Glasenapp from the LUH 

Research and Transfer Services, and we will guide you through this course. We both belong to the 

Research Data Support Team, which also comprises other colleagues from our departments and 

from the Leibniz University IT Services, known as LUIS. If you want to know more about our training 

courses, counselling and support, have a look at our website, where you will find extensive 

information on research data management in general. We are also happy to provide individual 

counsel to LUH members.



Before we get started with the topic itself, here are a few words on how the graphical user interface 

works. We designed this presentation for autonomous learning. That means we want you to decide 

for yourself, which chapters you want to work through and in which order. For this reason, there is a 

list of main chapters on the left. A click on a respective buttons will bring you directly to the 

corresponding chapter overview. From there, you can also jump to a specific slide. To ease 

orientation the active main chapter is highlighted in green on the sidebar.

If you want to go back to the previously shown slide, click the green button showing a bent arrow at 

the upper left. The button next to it brings you back to this explanation slide at the beginning of the 

presentation. The third green button switches the audio comments on the slides and the related 

animations on or off. So, if our chatter starts getting on your nerves or if you just want to have a 

closer look at a slide before moving on, please don´t hesitate to click on it. The rightmost button 

brings you directly to the next slide, in case you want to skip animations and audio comments of the 

current slide.

The final remark concerns the grey buttons that you can find on many slides. Clicking on these will 

generally open a browser window showing a website or an online document with additional 

information. 



In this course, we would like to give you an introductory overview of the most important aspects of 

dealing with research data. It aims at people with little previous knowledge and goes into more 

breadth than depth. However, we will successively offer more in-depth courses on individual topics. 

You will find these on our website under "Training courses and events". 

After a short introduction, we will first explain how you can plan data management at an early stage 

and what you need to consider. We then present important specifications, guidelines and laws as 

general framework conditions. The following chapter is about the collection, storage and processing 

of data, succeeded by a section dedicated to the appropriate documentation of these activities. The 

topic of protection against data loss and misuse also deserves an extra chapter. Finally, we explain 

how to archive and publish data. On the last slides, we will present further services and support for 

data management at your disposal.



So, let’s begin! In this introductory chapter, we will explain what the terms “research data” and 

“research data management” mean and why data management is so important.



What does the term "research data" actually cover? There are several definitions, but none that can 

claim general validity. When we speak of "research data" in this course, this is what we have in 

mind: 

On the one hand, there is the so-called raw or primary data, which is data that is still complete 

unprocessed. For example, this can be measurement data, survey data or archive material.

This raw data is usually processed in several steps. For example, data is aggregated, filtered or 

converted. Others, such as interview recordings, are transcribed, pseudonymised and annotated.

In the next step, during analysis, data is often aggregated. For example, general statistics can be 

derived from many measurement series, interviews or questionnaires. The results of these analyses 

and their interpretation are usually published as research literature. 

Raw data, processed data and analysis results are all research data. In addition, there is another 

category of particular importance: the documentation of everything you do with your data during the 

research process. Documentation includes descriptions of methods and workflows as well as 

logging processing steps and systematically collecting structured metadata about the files. We will 

deal with this in more detail in the chapter "Documenting your data processing".



Since different types of data are usually processed throughout the research process, the 

management of this research data is also something that accompanies all stages of scientific work. 

Strictly speaking, it begins before a project even starts, namely with the planning of how to handle 

data. And it doesn't end when a project comes to an end either because the resulting data is usually 

archived over longer periods of time or even published and must remain readable and usable during 

this period. 

Research data management is therefore the conscious and systematic handling of scientific data. 

Since the term is somewhat unwieldy, it is usually abbreviated to "RDM". 



The opinion is still widespread that a planned and systematic data management consumes valuable 

time and resources that should be spend preferably for the actual research work. However, this 

assessment turns out to be a naive assumption time and again. All too often, a doubled or tripled 

amount of the supposedly saved-up resources have to be spent afterwards in order to iron out the 

negative consequences of a negligent data management, at least partially. Please take a look at our 

reading tip.

• If you manage your data well right from the start, there are many advantages:

• You maintain an overview because you can reliably find data and information again.

• You work together much more effectively as a team because you have agreed on common 

standards and procedures.

• The quality of your data and the research results derived from it is assured because you have 

established meaningful review mechanisms.

• You save an enormous amount of time and energy, especially at the end of a project because 

your data is already prepared and documented. You have everything at your fingertips and can 

even reconstruct what you did at the very beginning.

• And finally, you comply with various formal requirements, such as those defined in laws, 

guidelines or funding conditions.



The key to a good data management is timely and well thought-out planning. In this chapter, we 

explain which points you should take into account and which tools may be helpful.



Plan your data handling well ahead. Be aware that there are many aspects to consider, starting with 

the framework conditions like formal provisions. We will address this point in more detail in the 

following chapter. Also, be aware of all the people contributing to your project - either directly or 

indirectly – and the adjustments of workflows and responsibilities between them.

The circle chart in the centre symbolises the typical cycle that data in research projects go through. 

After the planning stage, the first step is generally the creation or collection of data. Following 

procession and analyses, you usually archive or publish your data. You may also delete some, for 

example for compliance with data protection regulations. The preserved data is available for re-use 

in new projects. Hence, the circle is closed.

During the distinct phases, you will have to find adequate solutions for different kinds of data 

handling challenges. What should I document where and how? How do I keep the order and 

overview? Do I dispose of sufficient suitable infrastructure for data storage and transmission? How 

can I adequately protect my data from loss and misuse? And how do I decide which data to delete 

and which to keep?

Those who do not ask themselves such questions before the first data are already on the table will 

run into manifold problems. We therefore highly recommend that you take the time to plan your 

project in detail well ahead. In the end, you will save a much greater amount of time just because 

you do not have to fight chaos in the entire course of your project!



For many data management tasks, you will need suitable infrastructure, that is, hardware, software 

and perhaps online services. Ideally, the infrastructure components are linked and configured to 

work as an integrated system. In larger projects with many persons involved, these systems should 

optimally support teamwork, both, simultaneous and asynchronous. You may also hear the term 

“virtual research environment” for such infrastructure. Main components may be:

• A project management software used to plan time and resources and to define tasks and works 

packages

• Infrastructure for data processing and analysis that may comprise everything from licenses for 

special software  to computing time on mainframe computers

• Data storage that meets the research requirements, especially regarding capacity, velocity and 

security. A file administration software running on top may complement such hardware.

• Some system to store and administer context information on your files, the so-called metadata. 

• And finally, a system to record general knowledge, such as workflow descriptions, methods and 

the designs of experiments, but also protocols of team meetings and the like.

In this course, we will present a number of services available to you at our university. For special 

requirements, however, you may need to resort to external commercial or disciplinary service 

providers. 



Apart from infrastructure, you should also put some thought in the people contributing to your 

project, either directly or indirectly. Among others, a project may involve the following players:

• “Principle investigators” who designed the project, applied for funding and head the research 

operations

• PhD students and postdocs working on individual topics or in certain research areas

• A data manager overseeing the technical infrastructure and supporting data management in 

general

• Student assistants working in individual subprojects or graduating in the scope of the project, and

• External partners like researchers from other institutions, service providers or commercial 

enterprises

Consider as well, which department at your university can support you and in which way. Your 

institute may employ its own IT administrator, who can help you setting up the infrastructure. The IT 

department provides a number of services centrally. The library offers counsel and support, in 

particular regarding questions on data publication, open access and metadata standards. Finally, the 

research service helps optimising content and wording of RDM chapters in funding proposals.

Ask yourself: Who has which competences and abilities regarding RDM? Whom should I involve at 

which point in time? Who assumes which tasks within the project? And how do I organise 

communication and collaboration between all persons involved as effectively as possible?



We recommend that you record your ideas in writing in a data management plan, abbreviated as 

DMP. A DMP is simply a structured document containing detailed information on data handling. You 

can and should regularly update and complement your plan in the course of a project. It is hence 

completely normal if your first draft is still incomplete, or if some of your ideas turn out to be 

unfeasible later on. The structure of a DMP is not standardised but conforms to the requirements of 

the respective project. A typical structure may comprise the following chapters:

• Administrative information

• Data collection and methodological basics

• Storage, backup and security

• Archiving

• Sharing and publication of data

• Resources and responsibilities

Please find extensive additional info on the subject at the website of the British Digital Curation 

Centre.



There are many more templates, checklists and examples of data management plans. Some are 

disciplinary or tailored to the requirements of a certain funding organisation. Just have a look at the 

relevant websites of your research community or your preferred funding body.

Using an online tool can be of great help, in particular when working jointly on a DMP with several 

colleagues. Such tools walk you step by step through the chapters of a pre-set questionnaire. They 

explain for each chapter, which questions to answer and what to consider. In most cases, you enter 

your answers in a text box, but sometimes you can also choose between predefined options. When 

finished, you can export all of your inputs compiled into a single document.

One of the oldest and best known tools is DMPonline, provided by the British Digital Curation 

Centre. For the last couple of years more and more universities also deploy the Research Data 

Management Organizer, abbreviated as RDMO and developed in Germany. LUH is currently testing 

RDMO, but does still not offer a productive version. However, you can use the RDMO instance of 

the information portal forschungsdaten.info linked on this slide. This is a trustworthy instance 

complying with German data protection standards. At a European level, the development of Argos is 

showing progress. Argos has the potential to become a standard tool in the future, especially for EU-

funded projects. Some disciplinary associations provide DMP tools as well.

If you require further counsel on DMP tools or templates, if you want feedback on your DMP draft or 

if you have any other question, don´t hesitate to contact our Research Data Support Team. 



Depending on discipline and research methods, different kinds of guidelines, policies and laws may 

be relevant for your project. Some are strictly binding while others are of recommending nature. In 

this chapter, we present some of the most important regulations with a direct impact on data 

management.



Obviously, laws are strictly binding. If a project processes personal data, all persons involved should 

know and respect the relevant provisions of the European General Data Protection Regulation and 

of the Data Protection Law of Lower Saxony. We provide an advanced course on this subject, which 

you can find on our website.

Patent and copyright laws often come into play when research is industry-oriented. The Federal 

Ministry of Education and Research compiled frequently asked questions related to intellectual 

property rights in teaching and research along with the respective answers. If you have questions on 

patent applications, you can get counsel at Dezernat 4.



Apart from laws, there is the so-called good research practice. If you grossly disregard these 

standards, your reputation as a scholar may suffer greatly. What´s more, you can be excluded from 

funding and suffer additional penalties. The code of conduct “Guidelines for Safeguarding Good 

Research Practice”, edited by the German Research Foundation, is effective since August 2019. It 

comprises 19 guidelines, six of which explicitly refer to an adequate handling of research data. 

These are:

• Guideline 7: Cross-phase quality assurance 

• Guideline 10: Legal and ethical frameworks, usage rights

• Guideline 11: Methods and standards 

• Guideline 12: Documentation 

• Guideline 13: Providing public access to research results and 

• Guideline 17: Archiving

Please familiarise yourself with this code of conduct and comply with its regulations and 

recommendations in your research practice. In addition, you should also know the “DFG Guidelines 

on the Handling of Research Data” from 2015. On the same website, you can find a – somewhat 

chaotic – list of disciplinary guidelines and other RDM-related documents. If there is a specific policy 

for your discipline that surpasses the general DFG requirements, reviewers are encouraged to 

measure your proposal by these disciplinary standards. It is therefore a good idea to review the list 

for possibly relevant documents before submitting a proposal.



Many research institutions have their own policies or guidelines by now. At LUH, the recently 

updated “Guidelines for handling research data at Leibniz University Hannover” are effective since 

2017. They comprise four principles of different commitment levels. Principle 1 says that the 

respective project directors are responsible to ensure that research data are

• protected against loss

• processed for sustainable use

• documented and

• preserved long-term

Principle 2 requests that you publish your research data in compliance with the FAIR principles in 

repositories, preferably in disciplinary repositories. We will explain the FAIR principles and describe 

best practice in publishing data later on. The third principle recommends developing project-internal 

RDM policies and data management plans. Finally, the fourth principle consists of a 

recommendation to the faculties to intensify integration of the RDM topic in academic teaching. 

Please familiarise yourself with these guidelines.



Funders generally demand that proposals contain a convincing RDM concept, and they specify on 

the expected information. Unfortunately, word still hasn´t spread everywhere that the respective 

proposal chapter is actually important relevant for the assessment – and that it is not enough to just 

copy and paste a standard template text. Many applicants therefore tend to delay drafting this 

chapter until submission deadline is imminent. Hence, last-minute requests at Dezernat 4 still occur 

way too often. In these cases, adequate counselling is barely possible, since RDM requirements 

may vary greatly between projects and disciplines. This is why we urge you to get to us early on 

when you are working on a proposal containing a RDM chapter or a data management plan. You will 

do a favour to us and to yourself. We are happy to help with the wording as well, but please, don´t 

expect ready-to-paste text templates.



Why do funders require RDM concepts anyway? In short, they want to maximise the impact of the 

deployed funds and at the same time make it easier to assess the quality and validity of research 

results. 

On one side, there are the researchers, who produce research data and results based on these 

data. On the other side, there are their colleagues from the wider disciplinary research community. 

These people are interested in validating and comprehending the published results, drawing upon 

the data. Furthermore, they may want to build on the existing data and re-analyse them in the scope 

of their own studies, which may address different research problems. Both, validation and re-use are 

only possible if the community has access to the research data, if the data are readable and usable, 

and if an adequate documentation facilitates their comprehension. Funders want you to describe 

convincingly how you are going to process and document your data and how you will share them 

with others because by these means you can safeguard research quality. They also help to avoid 

unnecessary expenses caused by generating the same data multiple times in different projects. This 

video, in turn, illustrates very well a “worst practice” scenario.



When drafting a RDM chapter for your proposal, pay attention to the relevant requirements of the 

respective funding body or funding programme. The following statements, however, are almost 

always appropriate:

• Get informed on RDM-related policies and guidelines relevant to your project and proclaim that 

you will respect these regulations. The funding body, your own research institution and your 

disciplinary community may all have issued such policies.

• In case of large-scale joint projects, it is a good idea to develop a project-internal RDM policy, 

which defines general principles binding all partners and subprojects alike. If you intend to draft 

such a document, mention it in the proposal. Also, have a look at our how-to guide for internal 

policies. 

• Even if the funder does not strictly require you to submit a data management plan with the 

proposal, announce that you will write one. This is usually a helpful and reasonable measure.

• Mention that you will process your data following the FAIR principles before making them 

available for re-use under “open access” conditions. Promise to publish your data by the end of 

the funding period at the latest. If this is not possible, state the reasons why you need to restrict 

access or delay publication. We will come back to the FAIR principles in the chapter “Archiving 

and publishing your data”.

• Dedicate another paragraph or two to the IT infrastructure you are planning to use in your project. 

Explain, how the components meet your requirements, for example regarding capacity and 

security. Alternatively, state that the existing infrastructure does not meet your requirements and 

refer to the appropriate proposal section in which you apply for the funding of new or additional 

infrastructure.



This chapter addresses the implementation of data management in research practice. You will also 

learn about available methods, services and tools.



In the previous chapter, we pointed out that most funding bodies expect you to make your data 

available to others for re-use. Reversely, you should always check whether data that you need for 

your project already exist elsewhere and if you could use them. You can start your search at places 

like the following:

• Perhaps you yourself possess data from previous projects that you could incorporate well into the 

new undertaking.

• There may also be other researchers working in your team or at your institute, who deposited 

suitable data, for example at the institute’s internal data storage. This occurs quite often in 

projects with frequently changing staff, such as Research Training Groups comprising several 

time-shifted cohorts of PhD students or large-scale long-term projects.

• Sometimes you may come across journal articles providing links to supplement material.

• And last, not least, you can use the search databases of data repositories. They work like a 

library´s OPAC, with the difference that the search result consists in a list of datasets instead of 

books and articles. We will have a closer look at this point later on.

If you found data relevant to your project, check the following:

• Can you access the data and are you permitted to re-use them?

• If the answer is yes, can you read and comprehend the data?

At this point, you already get an idea of what will be important when sharing your own data later 

on…



Still before starting to collect data, ensure that you dispose of sufficient appropriate infrastructure. In 

particular, ask yourself the following questions:

• Does storage capacity suffice?

• Will there be an automatic daily backup? It is crucial that the backup is not located in the same 

building as the original. Otherwise, both copies could get lost in the event of a fire, for example.

• Does bandwidth suffice? This questions is relevant if have to transmit large volumes of data via 

the internet or an intranet. This may be the case during backups or when sharing data with 

external partners.

• Finally, you should ask yourself whether your storage systems comply with security standards, if 

you are working with sensitive data. 



The central IT department of LUH provides a number of services for data storage and backup, which 

you can use free of charge:

• A personal cloud storage based on the software seafile is set up automatically for all LUH 

members the moment they activate the “single-sign-on” in their account manager. Once activated, 

you can use you personal storage to grant others access to chosen folders, including people 

outside LUH. This way, you can exchange or collaboratively work on data. You can also use 

seafile to synchronise a folder on your local hard drive or in a network drive with your cloud 

storage, thereby creating a constantly updated backup. For additional information, please refer to 

the service description. 

• For projects, you may want to use a “Projektablage”. This is whole bundle of services, which 

includes another seafile cloud storage. However, there are some functional differences in 

comparison with your personal cloud storage. They are outlined in the service description. 

• If you want to store data safely for a long time, you can use the LUIS data archive. The archive is 

especially suitable to hold data that does not qualify for publication for legal or ethical reasons but 

still needs to be preserved according to good research practice.

• If you want to publish data but cannot find a suitable disciplinary repository, you can upload them 

to the LUIS data repository.

• If you store your data on servers of your institute during a project, clarify whether your institute 

uses the LUIS backup & restore service. In case it does, you can rest assured that your data is 

automatically backed up every night.



Once you established, where you would store your data in the course of your project, the next 

question to address is how you want to store them. In order to maintain orientation, it is crucial to 

organise them systematically in a structured manner. You should set up a basic folder structure right 

at the start of your project. This is what we recommend:

• Name your files and folder consistently, following a defined scheme.

• Use name components that feature meaningful information about the file and arrange the 

components in a fix order. In this example, the date comes first while the editor´s initials and a 

version number are last. The keywords in between tell something about the file´s content. 

However, completely different name components may be appropriate in other use cases.

• The same holds true for the components´ arrangement. Always place the component in the first 

position that is likely to serve most frequently as sorting criterion. If the name contains a date, it is 

best to use a numeric format that puts the year in front, followed by month and day. That way, 

alphabetic sorting corresponds to the correct chronological order.

• Another crucial point is: Avoid spaces and special characters in file and folder names. You may 

otherwise run into manifold problems when using programmes unable either to interpret these 

characters correctly or to recognise them as part of the name or path. The only exception is the 

underscore.



Manual data processing may absorb much time in everyday research. It is often possible to 

automatize such processing steps at least partly with the help of appropriate tools. Here are some 

free tools that may safe you a lot of time when carrying out routine tasks:

• If file names still do not follow your naming convention, it is unnecessary to rename them 

manually one by one. This is what tools like RenameMaster can do for you. Use them to change, 

delete or complement name components, or to automatically add a counter etc. with just a few 

clicks.

• When filling out spreadsheets it depends much upon the discipline of the editors whether they 

insert data in the correct format, which is a serious disadvantage. Cells intended to hold numeric 

values might contain text instead, or there is no consistency in using either points or commas as 

decimals characters, resulting in erroneous calculations. A manual correction can be rather time-

consuming when dealing with numerous or large spreadsheets. OpenRefine lets you automate 

many clean-up operations at least partly, helping you to quickly transform your data into a usable 

format. 

• If you are working with analogue documents such as archive material, you often scan or 

photograph them as a first processing step. Machines however, cannot read or search the 

resulting image files. Luckily, many programmes such as the free tool PDF24 nowadays include 

an optical character recognition feature to recognise text in raster files. The programme identifies 

all characters in an image file in a matter of seconds. You then have the option to save the text 

information along with the raster image in a pdf file.

• If the need arises to edit a larger number of images following an identical sequence of processing 

steps, you may want to use the batch feature of IrfanView. Use cases may include the creation of 

thumbnails or converting coloured photos into greyscale images.

By the way, we recently added a toolbox section to our homepage where we present some more 

useful tools.



You may need additional special hardware, software or services to perform further analyses on your 

data and to document the respective processing steps.

You can use the LUIS computing cluster to carry out large-scale computing operations such as 

complex simulations. Please reserve the necessary capacities in time.

When working in a team, it is a common scenario that several people jointly create and edit 

documents. Merging different version manually, however, is as tedious as it is error-prone. As an 

alternative, move documents to your seafile cloud storage. From there, open them in OnlyOffice. 

OnlyOffice enables simultaneous editing of the same file by several users. Note, however, that 

compatibility with Microsoft Office is limited.

If you need special research software, have a look at the LUIS software catalogue. LUIS already 

purchased licences centrally for many of the numerous programmes listed there. They may also 

obtain additional licenses on request.

Consider as well that sometimes it might be sensible and even cheaper to outsource certain 

processing steps to external service providers. Such services may comprise the transcription of 

audio recordings, telephone surveys or taking aerial photographs, for example. Make sure to 

conclude appropriate order processing contracts when delegating jobs to third parties. If you desire 

additional counsel related to this subject, we are happy to broker contact with the legal department 

and the data protection office.



Projects are often joint ventures, involving researchers from several institutes and working at 

different places. In these cases, performing effectively as a team requires easy sharing of data and 

joint access to files.

We already presented both versions of the seafile cloud storage. In particular, they both enable you 

to set permanent joint access rights for individual folders or even entire libraries. You can also grant 

external partners not invited to a “Projektablage” the right to access chosen folders via upload and 

download links. You can configure these links to expire automatically at a set date.

If you need to send or receive files up to 20 gigabytes large, there is another sharing option: LUIS 

provides a ticket service for creating upload and download links and sending them via e-mail. This 

way you avoid inflating the recipients’ mailboxes. The service is available to you if you already have 

an account for a “Projektablage” or if you are using a LUIS mailbox.



We already mentioned the importance of good data documentation in the previous chapters. In this 

section, we will introduce you to important concepts and possible tools for this task.



Lack of or inadequate documentation can cause plenty of unwanted surprises, especially when an 

important deadline is approaching. This is because without good documentation, you are in risk of

• failing to find specific data,

• being unable to retrace data creation and processing steps,

• being unable to interpret data due to a lack of context information,

• mixing up files, for example when accidentally working in outdated or contending versions, and

• not being able to interchange data with other people or merge it with data from other sources.

Hence, please do not forget: adequate documentation is part of good research practice for a reason!



Does this sound familiar? Somewhere, you come across an unidentified file that may contain 

important information. However, you can't do anything with the data because you don't know the 

context. For example, you will ask yourself:

• What is this that I have in front of me?

• Who produced this?

• Where does it originally come from?

• Can I even open, read and edit it?

• When was it created? And

• Am I allowed to reuse it?

The answers to all these questions are metadata. Metadata is structured information that you need 

to understand and use the data itself.



Metadata may refer to very different things as illustrated with this onion model. At its core is the 

general information that is always important and hence should always be recorded. The answers to 

the questions in the previous slide, about authors or the project period, for example, would constitute 

such general information. 

In this model, the metadata becomes more specific towards the margins. Some information may 

only be relevant in the context of a particular discipline or within a certain project. This is especially 

true for information that relates to specific methods and tools used to generate data. 

The margins would be the place for details on individual files, measurements or survey processes, 

for example the file size, the location, day and time of an interview, the calibration parameters of a 

measurement device or weather conditions at the time of an observation.

As you can see, very different metadata can be relevant for different projects, methods and data 

types. This is why it is important to determine which mandatory or optional context information to 

record and in which format, before creating any data. This is especially true for joint projects with 

several working groups frequently exchanging data.



Metadata is either recorded manually, for example in a table or database, or it is generated 

automatically by devices. For example, digital cameras not only store the images themselves, but 

also information on the camera model, the timestamp or even GPS data of the location. Many 

measuring devices also provide information on the device model and the applied settings in addition 

to the actual measurement data. Accordingly, metadata can exist in a wide variety of formats, for 

example as a manually edited README text file, as a spreadsheet or in a database. Some file 

formats also embed metadata directly in the data files. You know this from digital images when you 

look at the file properties, or from files with file headers. For metadata optimized for machine 

readability, the XML format is common.



Various kinds of tools are suitable for documentation in general, some of which we would like to 

introduce briefly. On a very simple level, consistent folder systematics can already constitute a form 

of documentation, because the name components of folders and files should already contain 

information about the contents. This is usually not sufficient, of course.

Systems with an underlying database suit the purpose of a systematic storage and management of 

metadata especially well. If you have LUIS set up a "Projektablage" for you, the service 

ResourceSpace is automatically included. Originally developed for image databases, this software 

may also be used for metadata management in general. Albeit some adaptations will be necessary.

For knowledge management and the collection information in form of descriptive continuous text, the 

use of a wiki is a good idea. In simple terms, a wiki consists of interlinked web pages. You know this 

principle from Wikipedia. A wiki does not have to be publicly accessible, however. It may as well 

exclusively serve internal purposes. The LUIS offers the wiki software DokuWiki as part of the 

“Projektablage” bundle.

In natural sciences, it is common practice to record important context information on experiments in 

lab notebooks. Classically, these are physical paper books. However, the use of electronic lab 

notebooks is on the rise. They combine some features of a wiki with metadata management. If you 

consider using an electronic lab notebook in your project, the articles linked in the “further readings” 

box may help you decide, which system is best for you.

And finally, data management plans and internal policies form part of the project documentation as 

well. After all, this is where you document the principles, means and methods of your data 

management.



Protecting data from unauthorised access is becoming an issue of increasing importance. In this 

chapter, we present methods and tools you have at your disposal that may help you with this task.



In most cases, access authorisation work with passwords. A technical security measure is hence 

ineffective if users do not take good care of their passwords. Here are some tips that may sound 

trivial but that many people nevertheless ignore all too often:

• Please no not stick a post-it with your password written on it to your screen! By doing so, you 

enable everybody with access to your office to decrypt your data or tog log into your accounts! 

That holds true not only for your colleagues but theoretically also for the cleaning service, the 

facility manager or burglars. In principle, it may actually be more secure to write down passwords 

instead of storing them digitally. But please, keep them in a safe, lockable place, such as a vault.

• Never send passwords as plain text via e-mail! Not only is it easy to read along unencrypted mails 

during transmission. Sometimes people also carelessly forward an e-mail without checking 

beforehand whether sensitive information not intended for the recipient is still lurking somewhere 

in the prior correspondence.

• Last, not least, avoid using the same password over and over for multiple accounts. You are 

otherwise risking the misuse of all of your accounts once the password ends up in the wrong 

hands. There is no doubt that, in practise, it is completely unrealistic to memorise unique 

passwords for everything. Whenever dealing with sensitive data or critical infrastructure, however, 

you should create individual passwords at least for these accounts.

Password managers like KeePass are a practical solution for the administration of less sensitive 

login details. When using such a programme you only have to memorise a single secure master 

password. 



Theoretically, a password´s security depends solely on its length. This hold´s true, at least, in case 

of so-called brute force attacks that work by simply testing all possible combinations of characters. 

At the current state of information technology, a length beyond approximately 20 characters allows 

for so many possible combinations that very few attackers dispose of the necessary patience and 

computing power. This is why passwords for sensitive accounts should be at least 20 characters 

long.

In practice, however, attackers will try out more likely character combinations first. Such 

combinations may be popular passwords like “123456”, or words listed in an electronic dictionary. In 

case of pinpointed attacks, researched data related to a certain person and his or her personal 

environment may also be tried out. Such data comprise, for example, birthdays, phone numbers, 

number plates and nicknames. Combinations of such data and the reverse character order of these 

words and numbers are unsafe as well. You should hence refrain from using researchable personal 

information in passwords!

You may find it easier to memorise a long password if you think of a pass phrase, say, an 

arrangement of several words. The phrase will be much harder to guess if it does not make sense at 

first glance. Therefore, a popular proverb is less suitable. You can also modify the spelling of words, 

for example, by replacing letters with similar looking special characters. Finally, you can combine 

different languages by mixing German and English words, for instance. If you speak Breton, by 

chance, that´s even better… Please find additional information on the ConnectSafely website linked 

here.

As a final remark: Don´t use language-specific special characters in passwords! In the worst case, 

you may be unable to enter your password when using a device with a foreign keyboard layout!



Some data management systems let you define access rights. Such rights may apply to individual 

files and folders or to entire folder trees, but also to specific groups of datasets in a database, for 

example. The level of detail for user rights settings vary according to the software or the file system. 

At the simplest level, administrators can usually choose whether to allow reading only or reading and 

writing. Or they may simply deny access at all. When editing rights are finer-grained, a user may 

have permission to edit a file but not to delete it, for instance.

In most cases, it is a good idea to leave the setting of user rights to IT professionals, since 

erroneous configurations may cause loss of data or security breaches. Consider this point when 

planning your project and allocating resources.

Permissions may be set per individual user. Larger systems with lots of users, however, generally 

apply group policies. Such policies set the rights for a whole group of users, meaning that every 

group member inherits all the rights defined in the policy. A single person may nevertheless belong 

to several groups and hence inherit different sets of permissions.

Many rights management systems also provide a feature to log file access attempts. With the help of 

the log file, it would be possible to retrace a compromised account in case of security incidents.



Some data are subject to legal or ethical requirements that demand special security measures to 

protect them from unauthorised access. This holds true for personal data and for data relevant for 

patent applications, for example. In other cases, you may have guaranteed by contract to protect 

certain data from disclosure. The most important technical measure to protect such sensitive data is 

the encryption of files and entire drives. Before collecting any sensitive data, please think carefully 

about storage locations in the course of a project, both, temporary and long-term. Analogous to 

perishable food requiring an uninterrupted cold chain, make sure that your sensitive data is 

encrypted continuously.

If you use recording devices, such as voice recorders, these should support encryption. Small, 

mobile devices are especially likely to get lost, and you don´t want a thief or a casual finder to be 

able to read the sensitive data they are holding. The same is true for usb sticks and external hard 

drives, by the way.

Data on laptops with unencrypted hard drives are easy prey as well. The login password of your 

operating system does not protect you, by the way, because it is simply possible to boot the device 

via a live CD, or to remove the internal drive and connect it to another computer. Laptops are quite 

frequently stolen or just forgotten in the train…

The loss of workspace PCs is less likely, but break-ins into university building certainly do occur. If 

you store your original data or the back-up copies on servers of your institute or of the central IT 

services, however, these servers are generally located in well-protected rooms.

Last, not least: Please don´t forget individual files or archives that you just send quickly as an e-mail 

attachment or that you upload to a commercial file hoster. You should avoid both when dealing with 

sensitive data. If there really is no way around, at least make sure to encrypt the files beforehand! As 

describes in the linked articles, you can do that quite easily by setting a password when creating an 

archive file using programmes like 7zip or WinRAR.



Many up-to-date devices like Laptops, smart phones and external SSD drives provide built-in 

encryption via an internal microprocessor. This feature is not always active by default, however. In 

the past, serious security breaches in hardware-driven encryption were discovered more than once. 

Sometimes, not even firmware updates could solve the problem. 

Encryption by software is hence more reliable, at least in general. The Windows operating system 

provides the programme Bitlocker for this purpose, but it is only available in the Pro-version. The 

MacOS counterpart is FileVault. However, we recommend using the free and open source software 

Veracrypt instead, which runs with all common operation systems.

VeraCrypt lets you encrypt partitions or entire drives, as well as individual file containers. Such a 

container works like a folder that and contain an unlimited number of files and subfolders. 

Otherwise, it behaves like an ordinary file that you can move, send or delete as usual. Techlore´s

YouTube video tutorial explaining Veracrypt´s features and configuration options is very instructive. 

Just follow the link.



Most hackers trying to gain unauthorised access to your data will launch their attacks via the 

internet. However, even without any network connection, attackers may go as far as to obtain direct 

physical access to the storage media. If you are working with data that could be of interest for 

ruthless and highly skilled attackers, put some thought into the physical access situation to your 

drives and servers. In particular, you should ask yourself the following questions:

• Which media hold the originals or backup copies of my data? Don´t forget e-mail attachments, 

external media, prints on paper and backup server.

• Where are these media located? An additional security backup on your private usb stick in your 

pocket may quickly turn into a security breach. When using a cloud storage, try to find out about 

the servers’ location and security measures. If you are unable to retrieve this information, do not 

use the service.

• Who has authorised physical access? If you store your data on the internal hard drive of your 

workspace PC persons with access may include your colleagues, the facility manager or the 

cleaning service. In case of central servers, at least the facility´s IT administrators and 

maintenance personnel have access.

• How easy would it be to gain access illegally by breaking into the rooms containing the storage 

media? A windowless server room with doors of steel is certainly safer than a ground level office 

with large windows.

If such considerations sound somewhat paranoid to you, why don´t you have a look at the article 

linked in the “further reading” box? After a series of burglaries at the EU parliament apparently 

targeting data storage devices, the question emerged whether the parliament´s own security service 

might be involved…



Apart from the technical provisions, you can further enhance the security of your data by applying 

simple organisational measures. It is of uttermost importance that all persons involved in processing 

of sensitive data are sensitised and receive adequate training. For them, participating in suitable 

courses by the Research Data Support Team or the Data Protection Office could be mandatory.

Don´t upload your data to locations completely outside your sphere of control. If you use “free” cloud 

storage services like Dropbox, Google Drive and so on, you have no chance to monitor where your 

data goes and who has access to them. Please avoid using these services! If there really is no way 

around, only upload data that is already encrypted. You could use file containers or programmes like 

Boxcryptor and Cryptomator for this purpose.

If you need to discard defective storage media that once held sensitive data, ensure their physical 

destruction by professionals! If you don´t, there is a risk that someone is retrieving the media from 

the electronic scrap in order to restore the data. Suitable equipment and knowhow provided, this 

isn´t even particularly difficult in many cases. You can hand over defective media to the colleagues 

of Sachgebiet 12 in the main building. They will see for a proper destruction.

Avoid saving data to mobile storage media, because these media are especially likely to get lost or 

to be stolen from you. If you don´t have a current backup, you may suffer a loss of important data, 

but apart from that, the thief or a casual finder may misuse the data. Encryption minimised the latter 

risk but cannot rule it out completely.

Last, not least, establish regular controls in your projects to ensure that everybody sticks to the rules 

when handling sensitive data. Define workflows and responsibilities, preferably in writing. A data 

management plan or a project-internal policy can be suitable documents to record such agreements. 

You could also work out a special security plan following the manual linked in the “further reading” 

box. 



In line with good research practice, you should store relevant data long-term and make them publicly 

available, if possible. In this chapter, we explain options and methods for archiving and publishing 

research data professionally.



Many researchers ask themselves whether they really have to keep all data at all times. This 

question can clearly be answered in the negative. It is neither practical nor sensible to keep 

everything all the time, and you are not expected to do so. However, you should always decide 

consciously and with good reason, which data to keep for how long and which to delete. The 

following criteria may provide some guidance:

• Is there a scientific publication based on the data? In this case, keeping the data for no less than 

ten years is generally mandatory.

• Is a re-use likely? If you cannot imagine any scenario in which you or anyone else would ever be 

interested in the data again, it may not be necessary to keep them.

• Is your data unique and unreproducible in the same form? This would be the case with weather 

records or opinion polls, for example. In case of doubt, it is preferable to keep such data.

• Is your data reproducible with reasonable effort? For example, simulations should always produce 

the same results if the applied software, algorithms and input data are identical. In such cases, it 

may be acceptable not to keep the resulting data. However, it might be necessary to archive the 

used software environment instead.

• Of which quality are your data? By tendency, we recommend keeping the raw data and the final 

products. In contrast, you may want to delete file versions that represent intermediate stages or 

contain errors. However, please keep the metadata! This way it remains traceable that the data 

once existed, and the reason for the deletion is on record as well.

In case of data-intensive research, even keeping those data of potential long-term value may 

sometimes be impossible because of limited storage capacities. Although extending these capacities 

should be the first option, at some point, there may be no way around deleting larger or older files in 

favour of smaller or newer ones with equally relevant content. 



We have already briefly mentioned the FAIR principles on several slides. FAIR is an acronym made 

up of the first letters of Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. These terms describe the 

form in which data should be available in order to optimise long-term usability. Let's find out what the 

actually mean.

“Findable" means that others can find your data. What´s the point in preserving data if hardly anyone 

knows where they are stored or that they even exist? That´s why you should upload the metadata 

into publicly searchable directories, for example into the search database of a repository. By 

assigning a so-called "persistent identifier" to your data, they can be found reliably via a permanently 

valid link for many years to come. The "Digital Object Identifier", abbreviated as DOI, is a particularly 

well known Identifier.

Your data are "accessible" when others can actually take hold of them. If possible, they should 

hence be retrievable online via a standard transmission protocol such as http or ftp. Under certain 

circumstances, it may be necessary to restrict access. In such a case it is nevertheless important to 

clarify, why access is restricted, who may still retrieve the data and which are the conditions for data 

sharing. 

Data are "interoperable" if they can be combined with similar data from other sources or processed 

by other programmes than those they were generated with. The same applies to metadata. This is 

why we recommend choosing open and widely used file formats whenever possible. You should also 

structure and format data and metadata according to established standards, if such standards exist. 

We will elaborate on this point on the next slide.

Data intended to be "reusable" by yourself as well as by others not only has to comply with all the 

points mentioned so far. What is more, the data´s accompanying documentation needs to be 

comprehensible even for people who were not involved in the collection process. Clear conditions 

for data re-use should be defined in a license.



The FAIR principles not only apply to published data but also to data archived for verification 

purposes, for example. Besides the data themselves the same holds true for the related metadata 

and documentation materials. Make sure that they are all available in long-term readable file 

formats, structured according to disciplinary or data-specific standards and documented in a 

comprehensible way. You can check for suitable file formats and relevant standards on the websites 

linked in the box .

When archiving your data long-term, please use a professional data archive like the one provided by 

LUH. Such an archive should meet the following requirements: 

• The servers should be located in suitable rooms with special fire protection and safety standards.

• All data should be stored redundantly so that a backup exists at all times.

• Storage media should be replaced regularly as they wear out over time.

• The infrastructure is maintained by appropriately trained IT personnel.

• The so-called bit stream preservation, which means an error-free preservation of the data, should 

be guaranteed for at least 10 years. And:

• Access to the data should be limited to data owner.

Please note that CDs, hard drives, flash drives and so on are not suitable for long-term archiving. 

These media degenerate over time, even and especially if they are not in use. Files stored on such 

media are in danger of becoming faulty or even unreadable after some years.



We strongly recommend that you elaborate your research data according to the FAIR principles and 

make them publicly available whenever there are no legal restrictions. By now, most funders and 

research organisations expect you to do so anyway, but apart from these external requirements, 

data publication is also in your own interest. If your data is of high quality and relevant to a wider 

circle of researchers, sharing them publicly will bring you additional attention and recognition.

Data can and must be cited in the same way as text publications. Anyone using them without 

indicating their source violates the principles of good research practice, apart from potential 

copyright issues. The data also draws attention to your related articles. In effect, others will cite you 

more frequently, which, in turn increases your influence on the scientific discourse. Since the 

availability of data enables objective verification of your results, trust in the integrity of your research 

will increase. You may even assume a pioneering role in disciplines where data publications are still 

uncommon. If you prepare your data in an exemplary manner and make them available, others will 

follow your example. Many data are relevant across disciplines and re-usable in different contexts. 

Hence, your publications also constitute an opportunity for gaining reputation beyond your own 

disciplinary community. This may sometimes lead to exciting interdisciplinary cooperations.

The websites linked in the further reading boxes describe further benefits of practicing open science 

in general as well as current positions of academia and research funders.



If you intend to publish data, we recommend using a repository specialised in your discipline or the 

type of data you are going to upload. A repository or data centre stores and manages files and 

related metadata. It works like an online archive, where you can find - and often download - relevant 

data sets via a search database filled with metadata. We will explain where and how to look for a 

suitable repository on the following slide.

Good repositories assign a so-called persistent identifier to each data set. This is a permanently 

valid link reliably leading to a landing page from which the data - or at least the metadata - are 

retrievable long-term. Particularly well known are the "Digital Object Identifiers", abbreviated as DOI.

Conditions for a re-use of your uploaded data by others should be clearly defined. This is why public 

data are generally subject to a standardised licence, for example, a Creative Commons licence. 

In case of access-restricted data, interested parties may have to sign an individual user agreement 

instead. Such documents contain provisions on confidentiality and data protection measures. Some 

disciplinary repositories automatically restrict access as soon as personal data is involved, or they 

let data providers define to whom data access may be granted and under which conditions. 

Accordingly, third parties may access data in one of two ways: In scenario one the data is 

completely public and anyone can access them directly. In scenario two, data access is restricted 

and requires a formal request. In this scenario, anyone interested in the data would contact the 

repository operators who would then check whether the respective person qualifies. As an example, 

he or she may have to demonstrate a plausible research interest. If the person qualifies, access to 

the data is granted after signing a user contract.



Which repository is suitable for publishing your data? The re3data.org website now lists more than 

two and a half thousand repositories from all over the world. However, the majority allow data upload 

only for members of specific institutions or projects. When browsing the search results, note the 

small icons that help assessing quickly which requirements a repository meets. The re3data website 

provides further details when hovering your mouse over the icons. However, setting the filter options 

according to your wishes right away is probably the easiest way to find what you are looking for.

If you look for a place for publishing your own data, make sure that your repository of choice assigns 

a persistent identifier and regulates data use in a clear and legally binding manner. Consider the 

following points as well:

• Who can actually upload data? As we mentioned, upload is often restricted to a certain this group 

of people. 

• Which data and metadata formats does the repository accept? If you search for suitable 

repositories before starting to collect data, you can store your data and metadata in the required 

format straight away, which will spare you to effort to convert them later on.

• Which services does the repository provide? Repository operators may offer more than just 

storing and publishing data. For example, they may check data quality or see for a conversion of 

files into current formats over time.

• What are the costs for data upload? They vary greatly and do not only depend on volume and the 

guaranteed preservation period. Calculations may also consider additional curation services. 

Remember that many funding bodies cover such costs if you include them in your grant 

application, so try to obtain quotes from service providers in due time.

If you couldn´t find a suitable disciplinary repository, of course you can always opt for upload to the 

generic LUH repository free of charge.



If a text publication bases on published data, both publications should refer to each other in their 

metadata. Ideally, you upload your data to a data repository and receive a persistent identifier. There 

are also repositories for text publications that function in the same way. Hence, you should get an 

identifier for your text publication as well. This is also the case with many repositories operated by 

publishers. If you did not get an identifier from them, you can also publish your articles in the LUH 

text repository as a secondary publication. In that case, you will definitely receive a DOI. This is 

legally possible, however, if you already ceded your copyright as an exclusive right to a publisher.

In the metadata of your published data set, you can now specify the identifier of the associated text 

publication. This way, anyone who comes across the data will also find the article containing 

analyses and interpretations. Likewise, you can specify the identifier of the data set in the metadata 

of the article so that readers can get directly to the underlying data. Your data are now just as citable 

as your articles. A citation should always include the persistent identifier in order to ensure reliable 

findability of corresponding articles or data sets for many years from now.

As a final remark: Many publishers provide their own repositories where supplement data is stored 

along with the related articles, so text and data are stored in the same place. We do not recommend 

choosing this option, however, as the long-term availability of the data is not always guaranteed. The 

article linked in the further reading box elaborates on this issue.



This course offers a general overview over different aspects of research data management but does 

not go into detail. Consequently, it may have raised more questions than it answered. But don´t 

worry, there are numerous sources of information and support that you can consult. In this final 

chapter, we would like to present some of them.



You already know that this course is provided by LUH´s Research Data Support Team. Let´s have a 

closer look at our services in general. Our team comprises RDM experts from the library, say the 

TIB, from the Research Service at Dezernat 4 and from the IT department LUIS. Apart from public 

training courses about diverse RDM-related subjects, we are also happy to organise training 

sessions on demand for a closed circle of participants, such as members of a specific institute or 

larger project. Of course, you can always request individual counselling as well. Our principle foci of 

competence are: 

• Documentation and publication of data

• Data management plans and RDM policies

• RDM statements in grant applications

• RDM-related services and infrastructures available to you at LUH

• Questions related to legal issues, in close cooperation with the legal department and the data 

protection office, and

• Practical implementation of data management measures in research processes

Please find further information, guides, events and more at our website. Just have a look!



There is much more help and support beyond the university. For example, you can find general 

information related to RDM at the portal forschungsdaten.info. We already placed links to this 

website on several previous slides. It also includes an overview over disciplinary services and 

initiatives that may offer the following services:

• Counselling for projects from a disciplinary perspective

• Disciplinary information material

• Disciplinary services, tools and infrastructures

• Disciplinary networks and communities

• Development and definition of disciplinary  standards and guidelines, and

• Representation of your discipline´s interests towards policy makers and funding bodies

Find out about available services relevant to your discipline, but also keep an eye on newly 

emerging trends and developments, regarding community organisation or disciplinary standards and 

best practice, for example.



In addition to the disciplinary services, there are cross-disciplinary initiatives and working groups. 

Here are some examples:

The joint working group of DINI and nestor is a network of the RDM support staff at research 

institutions in German-speaking countries. It not only serves its members as a platform for 

discussion and exchange but also organises cross-institutional training courses and conferences, 

and issues guides and other information material.

The Research Data Alliance targets a similar audience, but focuses largely on technical aspects, 

such as infrastructure and data standards. The RDA is a global network with continental and national 

chapters.

Of particular importance to researchers are the disciplinary consortia that emerged in the scope of 

the national research data infrastructure, NFDI. These consortia receive long-term funding from the 

federal government and the states and are expected to establish disciplinary standards, to develop 

services and to organise the research community. This is where the course is currently set for 

research practice for many years to come. Researchers are hence well advised to participate in 

these projects and discussions early on. So, try to keep up with the latest developments on this 

matter.



Wow, you finally made it to the end of this presentation! Congratulations, you should now have a 

solid basic knowledge on the most important aspects of research data management.

We hope that this course was comprehensible and that it met your expectations. If you have further 

questions or seek individual counsel, please don´t hesitate to contact our Research Data Support 

Team.

We plan to offer more courses in this asynchronous online format in the month and years to come, 

so pay our website a visit from time to time. As for today, we say goodbye and wish you much 

success in your research. Have a nice evening!


